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CATALOGUE

OF AN EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF BOOKS RELATING TO

KINGS AND KING-CRAFT, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL 
BIOGRAPHY, CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY,

LAW AND POLITICS.
ON SALE AT THE LOW PRICES AFFIXED BY

JOHN BZRITnSTEIuIj,
280 YONGE STREET, .... TORONTO. CANADA.

The CARRIAGE OK ORDERS amounting to $30 or upwards in value will lie forwarded prepaid to any railway 
station in the U.S. or Canada. All books printed previous to 1875 are duty free to the U.S. Curators of Public Libraries 
and Seminaries of Learning, when ordering dutiable books will please enclose affidavit for free entry, and a consider- 
able saving in time and expense will be effected.

f
HIS CATALOGUE contains the ti'les of an assemblage of books relating to 

Kings, Governments, Laws and Taxes, and should be interesting to Ameri
cans and Canadians alike who sing the praises of Democracy and Loyalty. 

We each and all enter and quit the world through the bottomless pit of taxation. 
The garment which first covers our precious form and the shroud in which we are 
rolled up at last, bear the inexorable image and superscription of the taxgatherer, 
There appears to be taxes either direct or indirect upon everything we eat, wear or 
use. We open our mouths only to be taxed, and are taxed again for closing them. 
Manufacturers tax the wholesalers, who tax the retailors, who in turn tax the 
consumer. The Government, leading the way, taxes upon everything we pur
chase from abroad or manufacture at home. We turn over our ground with a taxed 
plough, cut our corn with a taxed reaper, gather it with a taxed waggon, and thrash 
it with a taxed machine, and send it to customers over a railroad built out of taxes, 
and of which the taxpayers neither own or control a square foot or a single sleeper. 
We exchange our industry for property in order to be taxed, and educate ourselves 
to be still further taxed. We clothe ourselves with taxed garments, and can only 
keep ourselves from freezing by taxed fuel burned in taxed stoves, and brought over 
taxed railroads. We pay taxes on the medicine which restores us to health, and the 
doctor is also taxed who puts us to death — the iron and the brass nails of our own 
coffin being also taxed. The bride becomes a wife in a taxed robe, and gazes with 
the greatest satisfaction upon her taxed wedding ring, her family being raised by 
taxes, and become taxpayers or taxga lierers. We read our taxed books by the aid 
of taxed glasses under a taxed light. The common hangman despatches his wretched 
victim by the aid of a taxed rope ; and this year of grace finds the wise men of tho 
East puzzled as well as dazzled at the prospect of taxing electricity transmitted by 
means of wires to Canada from Niagara Falls, New York. Friends and corre
spondents, seeing that these things are so, let not fear drive us, but let knowledge 
and love draw us—let us remember that righteousness and truth is the salt of 
morality, and that morality is the safety of humanity ; let us awake with joy and 
alacrity, and emerge from isolation and selfishness to a knowledge of our duties, 
responsibilities and privileges as men and as brethren in the commonwealth of 
humanity, and remember that each motive, word or action is being stereotyped for 
or against us upon the scroll of eternity.
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